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NEW QUESTION: 1
In the UTP category rating, the tighter the wind:
A. the slower the rating and its resistance against
interference and attenuation.

B. the higher the rating and its resistance against
interference and crosstalk.
C. the shorter the rating and its resistance against
interference and attenuation.
D. the longer the rating and its resistance against
interference and attenuation.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
With Increased UTP category the better the signal is
transmitted, that is the cable is more resistance against
interference and crosstalk.
The lowest category is 1 and the highest is 8.2.
Incorrect Answers:
B: The UTP categories are just numbers from 1 to 8.2. They do
not represent speed.
C: The UTP categories are just numbers. They do not represent
length.
D: The UTP categories are just numbers. They do not represent
speed.
References:
Harris, Shon, All In One CISSP Exam Guide, 6th Edition,
McGraw-Hill, New York, 2013, p. 559

NEW QUESTION: 2
Permanent deformation occurring at relatively low stress levels
as a result of localized overheating is called ________.
A. Stress cracking
B. Stress rupture
C. Temper embrittlement
D. Brittle fracture
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Was wird durch das Kalkulationsschema festgelegt? (3)
A. Option A
B. Option C
C. Option D
D. Option E
E. Option B
Answer: A,B,D

NEW QUESTION: 4
What do you configure to enable automatic dial-out of problem
event messages to a service provider?

A. OSM Service Connection
B. GMCSC
C. OSM Notification Director
D. $0
Answer: C
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